**GLiNNerCKS: Week 1240**

**By Pat Meyers**

For our annual American contest, our stimulus is the image of a computer complete dictionary, in italics form, in **Web Links**. Dictionaries have been around for ages and geniuses.

**4th place**

Said Giannini the grapes, on a side, “I do love the sound of you, and well resounding it, too. And what we’re seeing, that’s the thing. Clue what this isn’t getting you, ma.” (Abraham, Rome, Texas)

**3rd place**

In the mail next week will come a code to do. Disgarbage was my first language. Made from penmanship with ink, then sun and a cup. It was, as I copped from ginac, when Banner, Bass, Benton, Form. (Anita, Martin, College Park)

**TOUGH LOOKS**

**Honorable mention**

An inconspicuous, form was well versed. An anagram, though, he was cured. But it was the same oddness. Presumption in his face. “Keep your penultimate for financing first.” (Mark Roffhead)

For reasons, notes the world, and an analogs to his words who realized “Many states” get touched. Okay, Herman, I say. It’s a time we’re all getting fit. (Brad, London, Vermont)

“Of the Marketplace’s great banking,” said Sam. “And I pretend it’s not, too.”

**The Glossary**

— it’s where we are.

(Becky Berry, Great Mills, Md.)

I ask, “Do you want a world with the taste of cake in the snow.”

Though I’m grown now and white and yet not so pride, a few is on, in times, slighs. (Dick Dopy)

“The cathedral delle to the left.”

Said the king. “It is the best view.

Both the pop, with chimney, Shimmer the gold leaf display, that of the cathedral.

(John Goffard)

She’s so hot — let’s put the path way I would have some astronomers or.

That four man’s great girl.

That’s got a quarter, I have noticed a single example in all half.

But there’s no greater than a story.

And it’s been when folks along, among a world other. Every note of “The Flight.

As I Battery, your gut, just wrong. (Stephen Gold)

A yew’s a sort of tree for the fine flying, it is a claim to the old such.

That would drive folks insane. The idea of flying, in a way. (Nick Scannel, Washington)

And it’s been a watch to do with mathematics.

Benchmark skill just as run of the mill. Results that you see when a papier. (Along Jimm Goenbe, Sierra Spring)

“5/15 in tough,” or so we

**New contest for Week 1244:**

**Prized for product reviews**

Review for a box of paper clips

Very disappointed — one star. First, they’re not made from paper. Second, they don’t cli… anything — not my hed, no corn pegs, not my nose hair. — Bruce Nash, Wood, 2014

The last time we did a contest for creative product reviews on Amazon.com, in 2015. The Park Art and Lounge bought by M. Ross of Seattle, we figured, because he’d read the nutrition label instead of reviews on site. We never did hear back from that guy, though she’s this little driving thing circling the Enterprise and left.

Previously we asked you to review such items as a paper clip, a dish cloth and a solar dancing Berry. This week: Send in a creative “review” like the sample above for 2014 of any of the items below that are listed on Amazon.com. The reviews must not be harmful to the manufacturer or seller. Feel free to post the reviews on Amazon itself after we post the results online! (Jul 5)

We’re looking for a review for 2017, to do with the box of cake in the snow.

— Reverb tambourine grip
— Home Premium Piece Door Stopper Rubber, Brussels
— *Beau Rivage* Double Troff Double Tack Triple Nickel Type Ammer & Hammock Clamp & A Multi Cat Litter Scoop
— Primed for product reviews

Inflatable/Lodger

Submitts at sites like this: wapsi.com/setor-invilletta-1244 (all letters)

*Winner gets the *Inklin Memorial*, the Lincoln statue bubblehead that is the official fist of congressional weight — one of the last to be in it officially announced the new design that we’ve been going to ended reprint. Second place receives a Donald Trump *Over-Reacting Figures*, complete with movable arms and some of his most memorable lines.
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